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of power.
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Introduction @IfTheFoundersHadTwitter 
Let’s be brutally honest, the U.S. Constitution is boring and long for 
most people. It’s a tough read.  #RealTalk 

Introduction @IfTheFoundersHadTwitter 
Let’s be brutally honest, the U.S. Constitution is boring and long for 
most people. It’s a tough read.  #RealTalk 

Introduction @IfTheFoundersHadTwitter - 23m 
So are the rest of the founding documents… But what if the Founders 
had Twitter?    

Introduction @IfTheFoundersHadTwitter - 1m 
So we have shrunk the founding documents into quick digestible 
tweets. Seriously, this booklet is a 15 minute read tops. #BestBookEver 

Introduction @IfTheFoundersHadTwitter 
This booklet covers the Constitution, Bill Of Rights, Amendments to the 
Constitution, Declaration of Independence, and the Federalist Papers. 

Introduction @IfTheFoundersHadTwitter 
Our Founders designed America to be GREAT, these documents are 
proof of their intentions. 
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THE FEDERALIST PAPERS
The Federalist Papers were originally published as a series of newspaper 
editorials intended to convince New Yorkers to ratify the proposed Constitution. 
When Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay wrote their essays, 
many were in response to critics of the Constitution.

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The Articles of Confederation are lame. We need to write a new U.S. 
Constitution. I will convince you all why.  

John Jay @REALJohnJay 
@HamMeLiberty YES! Ratify the Constitution, we must stay united.  
We are better together than separated. 

John Jay @REALJohnJay 
The best government is a National Government. There will be less 
reasons to go to war and we will be more powerful unified.   

John Jay @REALJohnJay 
If we are unified, we can better defend ourselves from foreign 
aggression from Great Britain, France, and Spain.  

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
America can be a GREAT country. The new Constitution will unify us,  
our new nation can be one of power and strength.  

ESSAY 1

ESSAY 2

ESSAY 3

ESSAY 4

John Jay @REALJohnJay 
We need to learn from European history and choose union  
over disunion.

ESSAY 5
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James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
@REALJohnJay @HamMeLiberty Y’all talking about about politics?  
I’m soo down. #FuturePrez 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
@Mad4Freedom Look who decided to show up!

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
@REALJohnJay Spot on! The States will work better in harmony. 
#PeaceThroughUnity

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Every state would have a different army, which means we would  
lose freedom over state security 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
A firm Union will be of the utmost moment to the peace and liberty of 
the States as a barrier against domestic faction and insurrection

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Territorial disputes, commercial competition, and management  
of debt could all lead to war between separate states

ESSAY 6

ESSAY 8

ESSAY 9

ESSAY 7

ESSAY 10

ESSAY 11

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The Constitution will establish a government capable of controlling  
the violence and damage caused by factions.

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Only through unity and a Constitution can we control and shape trade 
with foreign powers. America requires a union.
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Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The majority agrees, the present form of government we have now  
will eventually lead to impending anarchy.   

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Look... a government composed of multiple sovereigns under a 
powerless central government will NOT work. #FacePalmTheHaters   

ESSAY 15

ESSAY 18

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
A single national government will be better able to collect taxes than 
individual, disunited states.

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The Constitution will establish a government capable of controlling  
the violence and damage caused by factions.  

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Addressing concerns of tyranny: state governments will have far more 
power and influence than the national government   

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Think about the money. A Union will be more cost-effective than  
a system of multiple american sovereignties 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
There’s a lot a reasons why our current government won’t work.  
We should prefer a national Constitution and a large army   

ESSAY 12

ESSAY 14

ESSAY 17

ESSAY 13

ESSAY 16
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James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
History is full of countries failing due to an inadequate central 
government, there needs to be a national government.   

ESSAY 19

ESSAY 20

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
In the name of public safety, a central government can go beyond its 
powers if there isn’t a Constitution to keep it in check  

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
@Mad4Freedom #HighFive. On the real, the articles of confederation 
lack enforcement therefore are weak #SorryNotSorry  

ESSAY 21

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The articles can’t deal with commerce, military, courts, representation, 
and ratification.    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
It’s important that we grant the national legislature authority to raise 
and maintain armies during peace time. #PeaceThroughStrength    

ESSAY 22

ESSAY 25

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
We must be able to raise an army! The proposed Constitution checks 
that power with a biannual military budget.    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
We need a Constitution, at least equally energetic as the one we 
proposed, to ensure the preservation of the Union   

ESSAY 24

ESSAY 23



ESSAY 27

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
A national government that can make laws by citizens will provide for 
greater stability and peace over separated states.   
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Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Worse-case scenario: the government turns the army against us.  
But the States would definitely team up and win    

ESSAY 28

ESSAY 26

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The nation must adopt a political system that affords government  
the power it needs to govern while protecting private rights    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The #ConstitutionHaters are flat-out dumb. My critics are devoid of 
reason. We need to believe in the people of America   

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The way we collect taxes must be careful, the Constitution will create 
balance between state and federal government  

ESSAY 29

ESSAY 32

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Our Government needs enough power to fulfill its responsibilities.  
We need to be forward thinking and that requires saving money   

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The national government must have sufficient resources to govern the 
country effectively    

ESSAY 31

ESSAY 30
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Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
A government must have the ability to pass binding legislation, 
otherwise it is not truly a government. #LawOfTheLand  

ESSAY 33

ESSAY 34

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The national government’s power to tax must not be limited,  
it’s impossible to know what will be required by future challenges    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
If we restrict the power of the Union to tax only certain items,  
that would lead to unequal distribution of the tax burden.   

ESSAY 35

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
It’s ESSENTIAL that the national government can raise revenue directly 
without the interference of the states    

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Only a republican form of government can carry forward the principles 
we fought for in the Revolution.  

ESSAY 36

ESSAY 39

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The means must match the ends. The Constitution gives government 
the power to do its job.   

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Let’s not accept the merits of the Constitution on faith alone, we must 
examine the impacts of our proposals  

ESSAY 38

ESSAY 37
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James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
To the Constitutional convention haters: Congress clearly authorized it 
to form “a national and adequate government.”   

ESSAY 40

ESSAY 41

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
All forms of government are imperfect. In every political institution, the 
power to make people happy can be misapplied and abused. 

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Government must be able to conduct diplomacy and act independently 
with foreign nations, like everyone else.  

ESSAY 42

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The Union must ensure state governments retain the republican 
character that characterizes American political culture nationwide.  

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The American people will steer state and federal government, 
ultimately it’s the power of voting that will shape the future. 

ESSAY 43

ESSAY 46

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Also, the powers granted to the national government by the 
Constitution do not threaten the powers left to the states.  

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The powers contained in the Constitution are absolutely necessary  
for the preservation of the Union 

ESSAY 45

ESSAY 44



James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The proposed government makes liberty possible. Dividing power helps 
to check its growth, but power cannot be divided absolutely equally.    

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
We must constitutionally-guarantee right to vote and set the details  
for qualifications candidates must have to be elected    

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Justice is the purpose of government and civil society. Self-government 
flourishes in a large country containing many different groups 

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Government will be separated into three, which IS a separation of 
powers. We don’t want one branch to become too powerful. 

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
A Constitutional Convention should be held whenever two branches of 
government, by a two-thirds vote, desire to change the Constitution.  

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Adding a periodic public checks of the government to the Constitution 
won’t work, for a lot of reasons. Leave it to the people to vote. 

ESSAY 47

ESSAY 49

ESSAY 50

ESSAY 51

ESSAY 52

Publius @MadInDesguise 
Each Branch of government must have sufficient power to impose  
some restraints over the other two.    

ESSAY 48

Publius @MadInDesguise 
Btw that James Madison guy is pretty smart #Mad4Madison  
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James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Representatives will consist of the great body of the people of the 
United States, they will represent everyone. 

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The legislature is properly sized for governing. Republican government 
ultimately depends on the virtue of the people.  

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Worry not large states, small states will not be able to unduly limit your 
representation in congress. 

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Liberty is not confined to a “single point of time” and elections must 
take place annually in order to minimize the risk of tyranny.    

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Representatives only need to have adequate knowledge of local 
commerce, taxation, and the militia to effectively govern. 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
There needs to be national control over the scheduling and regulation 
of elections to the House. Just so we are all on the same page.    

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The three-fifths compromise is the correct path to taxation of both 
north and south states.     

ESSAY 55

ESSAY 58

ESSAY 53

ESSAY 56

ESSAY 59

ESSAY 54

ESSAY 57
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ESSAY 60

ESSAY 66

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The Government won’t be too powerful because the people, motivated 
by a love for liberty and conscious of their rights, will not allow it.    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The Constitution has numerous protections and limits on the powers  
of the Senate. They will stay in check.    

ESSAY 64

John Jay @REALJohnJay 
When the President makes treaties, we should only require the consent 
of two third of the Senate to ratify for timeliness and wisdom 

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The Senate is essential in Congress because it can block passage  
of undesirable policies which only the House might approve    

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
The Senate is also a necessary and important function of government 
that will support the people themselves. 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
To the HATERS trying to hold up the Constitution on small things:  
CHILL OUT. #GotMyHaterShadesOn    

ESSAY 62

ESSAY 63

ESSAY 61

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
@REALJohnJay Thank you for the timeliness and wisdom  
of your thoughts.    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
For impeachment proceedings, the Senate, is the best available option 
we have although it’s a political body serving as a court    

ESSAY 65
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Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Congress cannot raise or lower the President’s salary during his term, 
that would be unnecessary power over the executive.     

ESSAY 70

ESSAY 72

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
An energetic and forceful President is essential to good government 
    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
By limiting the President to one term, the country would not enjoy the 
benefits of having a highly experienced President in office.    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
To protect Presidential elections from mob rule, we must have an electoral 
college. It’s the best system that still represents the will of the people    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The President is WAY different than a Monarch, for many reasons.  
The President’s role over constituents is very limited.    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Critics of the Constitution are misleading. Our government will NOT turn 
into a monarchy. The President’s powers are very limited.    

ESSAY 68

ESSAY 69

ESSAY 67

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
A four year term will give the President the ability to counteract 
temporary passions or influences    

ESSAY 71
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ESSAY 77

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The key here is a balance between the need for a powerful and energetic 
executive and ensuring that the executive can’t threaten American liberty    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The act of treaty-making does not fit neatly into either the executive or 
legislative branch, affording the role to both is appropriate    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Granting the nominating power for public officials to the President and 
the ratifying power to the Senate is the best strategy 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
the demands of war require a single supreme leader, which means the 
President is the commander-in-chief during times of war     

ESSAY 75

ESSAY 76

ESSAY 74

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The Supreme Court is important to mention in our discussion of the 
Constitution.    

ESSAY 78

ESSAY 79

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Permanency in office frees judges from political pressures and prevents 
invasions on judicial power by the President and Congress    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Congress cannot raise or lower the President’s salary during his term,  
that would be unnecessary power over the executive.     
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ESSAY 85

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
Once we adopt the Constitution, it can be amended. This document will 
stand the tests of time and make our country GREAT! 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The purpose of the Constitution is to provide a framework for  
government in the United States, not a detailed and comprehensive  
set of laws     

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
To protect individual’s rights, the Constitution does two things:  
Creates a strong national government and dethrones the legislature    

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The judicial system gives state courts a specific role within the national 
system of government, they will work in sync    

ESSAY 83

ESSAY 84

ESSAY 82

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
Cases the Supreme Court presides over: Federal Law, The Constitution, 
The U.S. Government is involved, Maritime Disputes,... 

Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
We must have a distinct federal court system completely independent 
of the legislature. This allows for impartiality in the judicial system     

ESSAY 80

ESSAY 81

James Madison @Mad4Freedom 
and if the case affects the “peace of the confederacy” 
 
Alexander Hamilton @HamMeLiberty 
The areas that the Supreme court has authority over will provide 
uniformity in the interpretation of national laws    
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THE CONSTITUTION
The U.S. Constitution established America’s national government and  
fundamental laws, and guaranteed certain basic rights for its citizens. It was  
signed on September 17, 1787, by delegates to the Constitutional Convention  
in Philadelphia, presided over by George Washington. 

After extensive debating throughout the summer of 1787 which at times 
threatened to derail the proceedings, they built the original document that  
created three branches of national government: executive, legislative and judicial. 

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
@TheWorld We the People of the US, do ordain and establish this 
Constitution for the United States. #Justice #Defense #Liberty   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
All legislative power belongs to Congress, which shall consist of a Senate 
and House of Representatives. #Congress   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
The House of Reps are up for election every 2 years. Gotta be 25yrs and 
U.S. citizen for 7yrs. They elect their leaders and impeach Prez   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
The Senate shall be two Senators from each State. One third of the 
Senate’s seats are up for election every two years. Gotta be 30yrs old   

The 13 Colonies @EastCoastOGs 
YES! Our government belongs to us! #WeThePeople 
#ChecksandBalances 

THE CONSTITUTION PREAMBLE

THE CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 1: CONGRESS

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
VP is Prez of Senate. Sen. of Majority Party runs the show when VP 
gone. Senate elects their leaders and in charge of impeachment trial   
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The Constitution @DaConstitution 
There’s gotta b elections 4 Congress and they must work every year. 
Quorum is important. They set rules of proceedings and gotta report back   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
CONGRESS POWERS: Tax, Borrow Money, Regulate Foreign Commerce,  
Let Immigrants In, Set Bankruptcy law, Mint Money & Punish counterfeits  

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
Congress gets paid, and sets their salary. Prez can’t arrest congress 4 
disagreeing. Peeps can only serve 1 branch of Government at a time   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
CONGRESS POWERS: Pay Military only 2yrs in advance, Create Navy, Set 
rules for Armed Forces, Raise Militia, Set up a National Capitol   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
CONGRESS CANNOT: Grant titles of nobility, give the President  
unlimited power.    

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
CONGRESS POWERS: Create Post Offices, Set Copyright/Patent Law, Set 
up Federal Courts, Punish Pirates, Declare War, Hire Pirates...   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
CONGRESS CANNOT: Jail people without reason, retroactively 
criminalize peeps, Tax exports, Treat states unequally   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
Both houses of Congress have 2 pass Bill, then Prez signs. If vetoed, 
then Congress can override with 2/3rds vote. #HowBillsBecomeLaw   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
CONGRESS POWERS: To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper 
for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
State’s can’t act like independent Countries, impose tariffs on other  
States, or start independent Wars.   
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The Constitution @DaConstitution 
We will have a President and VP, and they must run together. But, they 
are only cool for 4 years, then peeps gotta re-elect them.   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
PRESIDENT ROLES: Military Boss, Power to pardon, Negotiate treaties, 
Nominate and Boss Gov. Officials (with advice and consent)   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
Fed Courts decide cases on Fed Law and disputes between different 
states and residents of different states.    

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
PRESIDENT ROLES: Civilian Boss, Make recess appointments, Report 
State of the Union, Call Special Session of Congress   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
Supreme Court rules over States’ issues and foreign dignitaries. 
Everyone has a right to have a try by jury instead of judge   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
PRESIDENT ROLES: MUST faithfully execute Laws of US. President can  
be impeached by Congress if they fail or are lame   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
You need two witnesses to pursue Treason charges, the maximum 
charge is death. And you cannot target family and friends   

THE CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 2: THE PRESIDENT

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
There Shall be a Supreme Court, the highest court in the land. Congress 
can create lower courts.    

THE CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 3: 
THE SUPREME COURT
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The Constitution @DaConstitution 
Each state has to recognize the laws, records, and court rulings of the 
other states. States must treat each other fairly   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
If State’s catch other states’ bad guys, they go back to face trial.  
New states may be admitted into the US by Congress.   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
Territories are under direct control of Congress. The Federal 
government must always protect and defend the States   

THE CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 4: STATE’S POWER

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
The Constitution is the Supreme Law of the Land. All government 
officials must swear their loyalty to the Constitution and U.S.    

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
The ratification by nine states should be enough to allow the new 
Constitution to take effect.   

The Constitution @DaConstitution 
The Constitution can be amended. It takes ⅔ of both houses of 
Congress and needs to be ratified by ¾ of States.  

THE CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 6: LAW OF THE LAND

THE CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 7: RATIFICATION

THE CONSTITUTION ARTICLE 5: AMENDMENTS
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BILL OF RIGHTS
The Bill of Rights are the first ten amendments to the Constitution and still 
stand as both the symbol and foundation of American ideals of individual 
liberty, LIMITED GOVERNMENT, and the rule of law. They were designed to 
protect citizens’ rights and limit the government’s abilities. 

Originally, The House approved 17 amendments. Of these 17, the Senate 
approved 12. Those 12 were sent to the states for approval in August of 1789. 
Of those 12, 10 were quickly approved (or, ratified). 

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
Congress shall make no law respecting Religion, Free Speech, The Press, 
Or the right of people to assemble and petition the government.   

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
Citizens have a right to bear arms, and that right shall NOT be  
infringed upon.   

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
Citizens have a right to bear arms, and that right shall NOT be  
infringed upon.   

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
No soldier shall be quartered in any house in times of peace, and in war, 
quartering can only happen by law   

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
Citizens are protected from unreasonable harassment by the police. 
Police can’t arrest or search peeps without a warrant.    

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
No one can be forced to testify against their own self. People must be 
charged before any trial and are guaranteed due process.  

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
Criminals get a speedy trial that can be public and heard by a jury that 
hears all sides. They have the right to legal council.   
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The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
In suits of common law with the value exceeding $20, you can have a 
jury. The jury’s rule is final.   

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
Excessive bail is not cool, nor excessive fines imposed. Nor cruel and 
unusual punishments inflicted.   

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
Any power that is not given to the federal government is given to the 
people or the States.   

The Bill Of Rights @DollaDollaBill 
There are other rights outside the ones explicitly mentioned, and 
though they aren’t listed, it doesn’t mean you can violate them.    
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ADDITIONAL AMENDMENTS
The greatest aspect of the U.S. Constitution is that it is a living document.  It is 
one of the world’s oldest surviving constitutions. The additional Amendments 
were established on an as needed basis. 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
16th Amendment: Congress can levy an income tax without 
apportioning it among the states or basing it on the national census  

Amendments @AmendDAT 
17th Amendment: U.S. Senators shall directly be elected  
by popular vote  

Amendments @AmendDAT 
18th Amendment: REPEALED: the U.S. cannot manufacture  
or sell alcohol. 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
11th Amendment: States are immune from suits from out-of-state 
citizens and foreigners not living within the state borders  

Amendments @AmendDAT 
12th Amendment: The election of the Prez and VP happens by the 
electoral college, if there’s no majority, the House of Reps chooses Prez, 
Senate chooses VP  

Amendments @AmendDAT 
14th Amendment: Citizenship belongs to all persons born or naturalized 
in the US. No citizen can be denied life, liberty, or property, without due 
process  

Amendments @AmendDAT 
15th Amendment: Nobody shall be denied the right to vote based on 
race, color, or previous condition of servitude  

Amendments @AmendDAT 
13th Amendment: There will be no more slavery, and involuntary 
servitude, except as punishment for a crime  
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Amendments @AmendDAT 
20th Amendment: The date on which the terms of the Prez and VP  
(Jan. 20th) and the Senators and Representatives (Jan 3rd) end and begin 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
23rd Amendment: The District of Columbia (DC) gets the number of 
electors of the least populous state in the Electoral College 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
26th Amendment: You can’t be denied the right to vote on account of 
age if you are 18 years of age or older. 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
19th Amendment: Women cannot be denied the right to vote 
 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
22nd Amendment: A person can’t be elected Prez more than twice. 
People who served more than 2 years of someone else’s term can’t be 
elected more than once 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
25th Amendment: The succession of the Presidency and procedures 
both for filling a vacancy in the office of the VP and responding to Prez 
disabilities 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
21st Amendment: Our bad y’all. You can manufacture and sell alcohol. 
But you cannot deliver alcohol. 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
24th Amendment: There can be no revocation of voting rights due to 
the non-payment of a poll tax or any other tax 

Amendments @AmendDAT 
27th Amendment: If Congress raises their pay, it won’t take effect until 
after the next election of representatives. 
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Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
Great Britain, we’re done putting up with y’all! Us 13 colonies have the 
right be a nation so listen up to this Declaration of Independence 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
All men are created equal and to have certain rights (“unalienable 
rights”) which include “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
King George III has established a tyrannical authority in place of a 
representative government. We deserve better 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
Gov exists to support the rights of men and only exist through the 
power of the people. People have a right to change their Gov. 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
Britain’s parliament has destroyed the colonists’ right to self-rule. 
People who are closest to a problem, govern best 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
King George has abandoned the colonies and waged war against us. He 
has attempted to suppress us through violence and military means 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
Up until this declaration, colonists have used non-violent means, such 
as petitions, to protest the abuses of King George III 

THE DECLARATION  
OF INDEPENDENCE
The indictment against the King of England may look like a simple list of  
grievances, but it contains a virtual roadmap of the requirements for good 
government. The original colonies had no say in the British government. 

Colonists were sick of being taxed without deciding how the money would be 
spent. And they were tired of not being in control. After deciding to secede  
from Great Britain, Thomas Jefferson wrote the document and it was signed  
by 56 people representing all 13 colonies. 
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Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
Each attempt to request peaceful negotiations was met by neglect and 
more abuse 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
This declaration informs all the people of the world that the 13 united 
colonies are free from British rule and any political connections 

Freedom For All @KingGeorgeHaters 
The citizens of each colony have pledged their loyalty and lives to the 
cause of the newly independent nation. #ByeFelicia 
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CONCLUSION
These founding documents shaped and created the United States of America. 
Each of them played a large role establishing the Constitutional republic from 
which our liberty thrives. 

Today, the goal of our founders is challenged almost daily. Every citizen has a 
responsibility to protect the freedoms that were granted to us. 

“Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn’t 
pass it on to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, 
and handed on for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset 
years telling our children and our children’s children what it was once like in the 
United States where men were free.” -Ronald Reagan

Understanding and appreciating the Constitution’s relevance in the 21st 
century is essential to leaving the next generation, a great America. 

The tweets in this booklet are only a representation of the actual founding 
documents. You can read the actual documents by following these links:

The Constitution and Declaration of Independence: 
The Constitution: http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_
transcript.html

Declaration of Independence: http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/
declaration_transcript.html

The Federalist Papers 
The Library of Congress: http://thomas.loc.gov/home/histdox/fedpapers.html
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GET INVOLVED NOW! 
To learn more about Turning Point USA, or to get involved with  
any of the projects mentioned in this guide, please visit our website  
at www.tpusa.com. 

All questions should be directed to info@turningpointusa.net.  
Someone on our team will respond within 48 hours. 

WWW.TPUSA.COM/GETINVOLVED
Turning Point USA is a non-profit 501c3 organization that runs entirely  
on donations from citizens like you. When you support Turning Point USA 
90% of your donation goes directly to student activism initiatives such  
as the production and printing of this booklet. Please consider supporting  
our efforts to defend fiscal responsibility, free markets, and capitalism.  

This guide and all of the activism initiatives mentioned would not  
be possible without the grassroots support of generous patriots  
from all across the country. 

PLEASE SUPPORT TURNING POINT USA TODAY! 
TURNING POINT USA 
217 ½ Illinois Street 
Lemont, IL 60439

DONATIONS CAN ALSO BE MADE ONLINE AT  

WWW.TPUSA.COM



Check out our job openings at: 
www.tpusa.com/careers 
 
or send your resume to:  
apply@tpusa.com



50 Wacky Ways The Government Spends Your Money  
This s a hilarious yet very informative publication that explores  
50 ridiculous examples of government waste.

Indoctrination Prevention  
Too many college professors indoctrinate instead of educate. 
Indoctrination Prevention addresses and refutes the top 10 myths 
proclaimed by college professors in academia today, and provides 
students with the facts to fight back.

How to Debate Your Teacher (and Win!) Second Edition  
A booklet that teaches students how to combat liberal 
indoctrination in the classroom and stand up for their beliefs.  
Our goal with this publication is to empower, inspire, and  
train young people to make classrooms in America a place  
of intellectual diversity.

How America Broke Its Wings  
This booklet describes the history and real meaning of the terms 
“left-wing” and “right-wing,” and presents a new philosophy  
for to describe our political differences without  
developing sloppy language that leaves us  
unnecessarily divided.

Turning Point USA writes and publishes custom publications designed to train, 
educate, and inspire young activists about important economic issues and 
principles.

These booklets are distributed on hundreds of college campuses each day, 
and are also available to read online for free.

Below are a select few of these great publications. Visit www.tpusa.com/
publications for the rest of the publications offered by Turning Point USA.

TPUSA PUBLICATIONS FOR YOUNG ACTIVISTS






